PRESS RELEASE
Michelin® Launches its New Dual-Sport Tire, MICHELIN® Anakee® Wild
GREENVILLE, S.C., Feb. 25, 2016 — Michelin has announced the launch of its newest
motorcycle tire — MICHELIN ® Anakee® Wild — in markets around the world, with retail availability
in North America starting in March.
®

®

The MICHELIN Anakee Wild is a radial tire designed for big trail bikes meant for both on- and offroad use. Initially the tire will launch with four radial sizes, including those equipping the “flagship” bike
®
in this category, the BMW R 1200 GS. Additional sizes will enter the market during the year, thus
covering most of the trail bikes available.
2 front sizes:
110/80 R 19
120/70 R 19

2 rear sizes:
150/70 R 17
170/60 R 17
®

®

The new MICHELIN
Anakee Wild is aimed at bikers who seek adventure, whether on solo rides,
passenger rides, or group rides over a weekend or longer.
The tire is perfectly aligned for those who view biking as an expedition and a means to experience and
discover exciting journeys. It is aimed at riders who want to break away from paved roads and fully exploit
the potential of bikes designed for roads or the most uneven, sandy, stony and muddy tracks.
MICHELIN Anakee Wild was designed to adapt to all terrain types and situations, as well as the most varied
climates. In short, it is a “multi-purpose” tire that demonstrates its performance according to the conditions it
encounters.
The mission of the development engineers was to combine three performance characteristics: on-road
stability and comfort; resistance to overheating and wear; and increased wet-road and off-road traction.
The new MICHELIN Anakee Wild achieves these goals through the new tread composition, optimized tread
depth and the innovative design of the tread blocks, which was inspired by those used on MICHELIN Desert
tires that won the Paris-Dakar Rally 33 times. Additionally, the tire is the first radial made available on four
different sizes of knobby tires. (See further technical explanations accessible on this video link:
https://youtu.be/Sxprsd31YOo.)
MICHELIN Anakee Wild tire treads are packed with technologies
Front tire: focusing on
steering precision and grip

Rear tire: focusing on stability

Michelin completes its offer for all trail bike consumers
Understanding the wide range of uses in the adventure-touring segment throughout the world
enabled Michelin to design its tire ranges, which now include the new MICHELIN Anakee Wild. As
a result, the same bike can now be fitted with three different types of tires, each adapted to a
specific consumer use.

100% On-Road

90% On-Road / 10% Off-Road

50% On-Road / 50% Off-Road

The new MICHELIN Anakee Wild was designed following the inputs from riders and developed with the help
of T3 Aventure, a company specialized in extreme treks across all continents. T3 Aventure put the tires
through severe testing over four continents; travelling nearly 25,000 miles on BMW R 1200 GS bikes with
temperature variations of nearly 100 degrees.
During these four treks, different measurements and analysis made it possible to improve the MICHELIN
Anakee Wild and add the final touches to the final version available in March. T3 Adventure made it possible
to validate the tire's high mileage, durability and ability to adapt to all terrain types (from paved roads to the
most abrasive tracks), as well as its comfort and riding precision. With the MICHELIN Anakee Wild, the
participants on each trek were able to complete their adventures on the same set of tires and with total peace
of mind. (To view video footage of the variety and richness of these treks: https://youtu.be/pVs-MSocBTw)
To download tire images and logos, please visit http://bit.ly/1UTDcf2
Please visit www.MichelinMotorcycle.com for information on all MICHELIN motorcycle tires.

ABOUT MICHELIN NORTH AMERICA
Dedicated to the improvement of sustainable mobility, Michelin designs, manufactures and sells tires for every
type of vehicle, including airplanes, automobiles, bicycles, earthmovers, farm equipment, heavy-duty trucks
and motorcycles. The company also publishes travel guides, hotel and restaurant guides, maps and road
atlases. Headquartered in Greenville, S.C., Michelin North America (www.michelin-us.com) employs more
than 22,750 people and operates 20 major manufacturing plants.
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Michelin North America
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